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► Provides rapid dissemination of important results in soft computing technologies
► Encourages the integration of soft computing techniques and tools into both everyday and advanced applications
► Connects the ideas and techniques of soft computing with other disciplines
► 94% of authors who answered a survey reported that they would definitely publish or probably publish in the journal again

Please note, we are currently updating the 2018 Journal Metrics.

Soft Computing is dedicated to system solutions based on soft computing techniques. It provides rapid dissemination of important results in soft computing technologies, a fusion of research in evolutionary algorithms and genetic programming, neural science and neural net systems, fuzzy set theory and fuzzy systems, and chaos theory and chaotic systems.

Soft Computing encourages the integration of soft computing techniques and tools into both everyday and advanced applications. By linking the ideas and techniques of soft computing with other disciplines, the journal serves as a unifying platform that fosters comparisons, extensions, and new applications. As a result, the journal is an international forum for all scientists and engineers engaged in research and development in this fast growing field.
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